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MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN
FROM: MURRAY CHOTINER

What genius is responsible for the announcement that the Roswell Employment Training Center would be terminated by June 30, 1973. This is only September, 1972. November 7th comes between September and June 30th.

This reminds me of 1954 when the then Vice President was campaigning in Minnesota and another genius announced the cut back on the egg buying program a few weeks before election.

The Vice President set up a conference call from Minneapolis and urged the powers-that-be to continue the egg buying program at least until after November. When he was told that there was a surplus of eggs and the Administration didn't know what to do with them, he calmly replied: "Throw them at the Democrats but buy eggs."

Will someone remind the Interior Department that Indians vote in a number of states. They are citizens.
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